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ABSTRACT 

 

Using cloud storage, users can remotely store their data and enjoy the on-demand high-quality applications and 

services from a shared pool of configurable computing resources, without the burden of local data storage and 

maintenance. However, the fact that users no longer have physical possession of the outsourced data makes the 

data integrity protection in cloud computing formidable task, especially for users with constrained computing 

resources. Moreover, users should be able to just use the cloud storage as if it is local, without worrying about 

the need to verify its integrity. This paper enables security in cloud using encryption key that is generated while 

uploaded files by the user. The random key is generated using random key generation algorithm. The user can 

transfer their files with the permission of the owner. Multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted cloud data 

establish a set of strict privacy requirements for such a secure cloud data utilization system to become a reality. 

This provides high security while sharing files in cloud. The user can audit their uploaded files and verify the 

contents of the uploaded file in the cloud. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Secure DBaaS is designed to allow multiple 

and independent clients to connect directly to the 

untrusted cloud DBaaS without any intermediate 

server. The same security model that is commonly 

adopted by the literature in this field where tenant 

users are trusted, the network is untrusted, and the 

cloud provider is honest-but-curious, that is, cloud 

service operations are executed correctly, but tenant 

information confidentiality is at risk. For these 

reasons, tenant data, data structures, and metadata 

must be encrypted before exiting from the client.  
The information managed by Secure DBaaS 

includes plaintext data, encrypted data, metadata, and 

encrypted metadata. Plaintext data consist of 

information that a tenant wants to store and process 

remotely in the cloud DBaaS. To prevent an untrusted 

cloud provider from violating confidentiality of 

tenant data stored in plain form, Secure DBaaS 

adopts multiple cryptographic techniques to 

transform plaintext data into encrypted tenant data 

and encrypted tenant data structures because even the 

names of the tables and of their columns must be 

encrypted. Secure DBaaS clients produce also a set of 

metadata consisting of information required to 

encrypt and decrypt data as well as other 

administration information. Even metadata are 

encrypted and stored in the cloud DBaaS.  

The tenant data are saved in a relational 

database. We have to preserve the confidentiality of 

the stored data and even of the database structure 

because table and column names may yield 

information about saved data. We distinguish the 

strategies for encrypting the database structures and 

the tenant data. Encrypted tenant data are stored 

through secure tables into the cloud database. To 

allow transparent execution of SQL statements, each 

plaintext table is transformed into a secure table 

because the cloud database is untrusted.  

The name of a secure table is generated by 

encrypting the name of the corresponding plaintext 

table. Table names are encrypted by means of the 

same encryption algorithm and an encryption key that 

is known to all the Secure DB aaS clients. Hence, the 

encrypted name can be computed from the plaintext 

name. On the other hand, column names of secure 

tables are randomly generated by Secure DB aaS; 

hence, even if different plaintext tables have columns 

with the same name, the names of the columns of the 

corresponding secure tables is different. This design  
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choice improves confidentiality by preventing an 

adversarial cloud database from guessing relations 

among different secure tables through the 

identification of columns having the same encrypted 

name.  

The field confidentiality parameter allows a 

tenant to define explicitly which columns of which 

secure table should share the same encryption key (if 

any). Secure DBaaS offers three field confidentiality 

attributes. Multicolumn (MCOL) should be used for 

columns referenced by join operators, foreign keys, 

and other operations involving two columns; the two 

columns are encrypted through the same key. 

Database (DBC) is recommended when operations 

involve multiple columns; in this instance, it is 

convenient to use the special encryption key that is 

generated and implicitly shared among all the 

columns of the database characterized by the same 

secure type.  

 

2.0 Related Work  
 

In the existing architectures that store just 

tenant data in the cloud database, and save metadata 

in the client machine or split metadata between the 

cloud database and a trusted proxy. When considering 

scenarios where multiple clients can access the same 

database concurrently, these previous solutions are 

quite inefficient.  

For example, saving metadata on the clients 

would require onerous mechanisms for metadata 

synchronization, and the practical impossibility of 

allowing multiple clients to access cloud database 

services independently. Solutions based on a trusted 

proxy are more feasible, but they introduce a system 

bottleneck that reduces availability, elasticity, and 

scalability of cloud database services.  

 

3.0 System Design  
 

In the architecture does not require 

modifications to the cloud database, and it is 

immediately applicable no theoretical and practical 

limits to extend our solution to other platforms and to 

include new encryption algorithms The proposed 

architecture has the further advantage of eliminating 

intermediate proxies that limit the elasticity, 

availability, and scalability properties that are 

intrinsic in cloud-based solutions. Proposed in, that 

makes it possible to execute range queries on data 

and to be robust against collusive providers. Secure 

DBaaS differs from these solutions as it does not 

require the use of multiple cloud providers, and 

makes use of SQL-aware encryption algorithms to 

support the execution of most common SQL 

operations on encrypted data. 

 

Fig 1: System Architecture 

 

 
 

3.1 Data dynamics  
Data dynamics means after clients store their 

data at the remote server, they can dynamically 

update their data at later times. Data Dynamics 

provides an integrated, industry-leading storage 

management software platform designed to help 

enterprise and cloud IT service providers cost-

effectively manage heterogeneous storage 

infrastructures, address the explosion of unstructured 

file data in enterprise environments, and move and 

manage file data between on-premise and private 

cloud environments.  

The Data Dynamics Storage X platform is 

the engine behind Data Dynamics storage 

management solutions. Most enterprises today buy 

varying types of storage from multiple vendors to 

meet specific business needs. A typical enterprise IT 

environment contains storage resources from multiple 

vendors, including Dell, HP, IBM, Network 

Appliance, and EMC, each with their own proprietary 

device management tools.  

Storage professionals face challenges with 

finding ways to centrally manage data in such highly 

mixed environments, and often resort to rudimentary 

tools or home-grown scripts.  

These challenges include moving data across 

CIFS- and NFS-based file systems and efficiently 

managing storage and data using multiple tools from 

multiple vendors.  
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3.2 Public verifiability  
 Each and every time the secret key sent to 

the client’s email and can perform the integrity 

checking operation. In this definition, it has two 

entities: a challenger that stands for either the client 

or any third party verifier, and An adversary that 

stands for the untrusted server. Client doesn’t ask any 

secret key from third party. All content must be 

verifiable.  

 The burden to demonstrate verifiability lies 

with the editor who adds or restores material, and is 

satisfied by providing a citation to a reliable source 

that directly supports the contribution  

 

3.3 Metadata generation  
Separate hash key is generated for each and 

every file uploaded by the user. The details of the 

uploaded file such as file id, file name, hash key, date 

and time also be stored. To keep the stored data 

confidential against untrusted cloud service providers, 

a natural way is to store only the encrypted data and 

providing an efficient access control mechanism 

using a competent cipher key which is becoming a 

promising cryptographic solution.  

 

3.4 Privacy against third party verifiers  
The system is private against third party 

verifiers. If the server modifies any part of the client’s 

data, the client should be able to detect it. 

Furthermore, any third Party verifier should also be 

able to detect it. In case a third party verifier verifies 

the integrity of the client’s data, the data should be 

kept private against the third party verifier. 

Information privacy, or data privacy (or data 

protection), is the relationship between collection and 

dissemination of data, technology, the public 

expectation of privacy, and the legal and political 

issues surrounding them.  

Privacy concerns exist wherever personally 

identifiable information or other sensitive information 

is collected and stored – in digital form or otherwise. 

Improper or non-existent disclosure control can be 

the root cause for privacy issues.  

The right of the people to be secure in their 

persons, houses, papers, and effects, against 

unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be 

violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon 

probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and 

particularly describing the place to be searched, and 

the persons or things to be seized.  

 

3.5 Key generation  
Symmetric-key algorithms are ways of 

doing cryptography where the keys for decryption 

and encryption are exactly the same shared secret. 

You can generate the secret randomly, from a 

password, or through a secret key-exchange 

procedure like Diffie-Hellman. Symmetric-key 

algorithms are very important because they are faster 

on computers than public-key algorithms.  

In public-key cryptography, also called 

asymmetric-key cryptography, it is hard to figure out 

the key for decryption from the key for encryption, so 

you can tell the key for encryption to the public with 

no problem, and everyone can send you secret 

messages. Stream ciphers encrypt a message as a 

stream of bits one at a time.  

Block ciphers take blocks of bits, encrypt 

them as a single unit, and sometimes use the answer 

later too. Blocks of 64 bits have been commonly 

used; though modern ciphers like the Advanced 

Encryption Standard use 128-bit blocks. 

Symmetric-key algorithms are a class of 

algorithms for cryptography that use the same 

cryptographic keys for both encryption of plaintext 

and decryption of cipher text.  

The keys may be identical or there may be a 

simple transformation to go between the two keys. 

The keys, in practice, represent a shared secret 

between two or more parties that can be used to 

maintain a private information link.  

This requirement that both parties have 

access to the secret key is one of the main drawbacks 

of symmetric key encryption, in comparison to 

public-key encryption.  

Symmetric-key encryption can use either 

stream ciphers or block ciphers  

1. Stream ciphers encrypt the digits (typically 

bytes) of a message one at a time.  

2. Block ciphers take a number of bits and encrypt 

them as a single unit, padding the plaintext so 

that it is a multiple of the block size. Blocks of 

64 bits have been commonly used.  

 

4.0 Conclusion  
 

In this paper an innovative architecture that 

guarantees confidentiality of data stored in public 

cloud databases is proposed. Unlike state-of-the-art 

approaches, our solution does not rely on an 

intermediate proxy that we consider a single point of 

failure and a bottleneck limiting availability and 

scalability of typical cloud database services.  

A large part of the research includes 

solutions to support concurrent SQL operations 

(including statements modifying the database 

structure) on encrypted data issued by heterogeneous 

and possibly geographically dispersed clients.  

The proposed architecture does not require 

modifications to the cloud database, and it is 

immediately applicable to existing cloud DBaaS, 

such as the experimented Postgre SQL Plus Cloud 

Database, Windows Azure, and Xeround. There are 

no theoretical and practical limits to extend our  
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solution to other platforms and to include new 

encryption algorithms. 
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